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OONSO.LIDA'l'ED FASTENER CO. v. WEISNER et aL
SAME v. LEBR.

(Circuit Court, D•. Massachusetts. October 81, 1898.)
Nos. 961 and 962..

PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-I1rfPROVEMENT IN METAL BUTTONS.
The Mead patent, No.. 325,430, for an improvement in buttons, and re-

lating particularly to llUttons secured to the fabric bJ' metal fastenings,
the essential feature of the invention being an anvil plate in the Interior
of the button,agalnst which the eyelet which passes through the fabric
Is riveted down upon the lower plate of the button, is not infringed by a
button which has no such anvil plate.

These were two suits in equity by the Consolidated Fastener Com-
pany against Annie Weisner and others and against Samuel Lehr,
respectively, for the infringement of a patent. Heard on motions for
a preliminary injunction.
John R. Bennett and W. B. H. Dowse, for complainant
Edmond Wetmore and William A. Jenner, for defendants.

COLT, Circuit Judge. This is a motion for a preliminary injunction,
brought upon a bill for the alleged infringement of letters patent No.
325,430, granted September 1, 1885, to Albert G. Mead, for improve-
ments in buttons. In Kent v. Simons, 39 Fed. 606, this court said,
with respect to the Mead patent: "The Mead improvement is mani-
festly of limited scope, in view of the many prior devices." The Mead
invention relates particularly to buttons secured to the fabric by
metallic fastenings, and provided with an open central bore, which
adapts them for use especially with spring studs. The specification
.says: "In the particular button finish, so called, combined with the
central bore, and in the general arrangement and disposition of the sev-
eral parts with respect to each other, is embodied the subject of my in-
vention." The several parts of the Mead device are an exterior cap,
a lower disk centrally perforated, and which is slightly dished, an
upper circular disk provided with a central bore with the metal "at
or near the opening bent or burred, forming a short frustrum of a
cone." This disk or anvil plate rests upon the lower disk with the
burred portion downward. The patent also describes a filling made
of any stiff material, such as leather, which is inserted in the head of
the button to prevent injury to the upper metal cap. The fastening
eyelet is the ordinary eyelet having an internal central bore sufficiently
large to permit the truncated cone formed on the anvil plate to enter
therein. In operation the anvil plate spreads, and rivets the top
of the eyelet down upon the lower disk, and prevents its withdrawal
through the central bore of the button. The patentee states that he
terms the upper disk an anvil plate, "since it acts like an anvil upon
which to rivet or clinch the upper part of the shank of the fastening
eyelet." The defendants' button consists of an inclosing cap having a
button finish, an interior plate, a flanged tubular plate, which is put
through the fabric, and having an in-turned lip, an under outside plate\
or washer upon which the tubular plate is upset, and an inside paper
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washer. It has no eyelet and no anvil plate. The flanged plate does
not act as an anvil plate to turn over the upper edge of an eyelet. Nor
is the lower plate, or disk, of defendants' button the same or the
equivalent of the lower disk of Mead. It is not inclosed by the cap;
no eyelet is riveted down upon it; it is on the opposite side of the
fabric. An anvil plate to rivet down the eyelet upon the lower disk is
the essential feature in the Mead button, and this feature is not found
in defendants' device.
The first claim of the Mead patent is as follows:
"(1) In a button provided with a opening for receiving a spring

stud, the combination of an inclosing cap, a perforated bottom disk, a second
disk above the first, the button being attached as a whole to the fabric inde-
pendent of said stud, SUbstantially as set forth." ,.
We do not find in defendants' button "the perforated bottom disk,"

and "a second disk (or anvil plate) above the first," which are the essen·
tial elements of this claim; and therefore we must hold that there
is no infringement of this claim.
The only other claim involved in the present hearing is the third:
"(3) The combination of a plate having a central opening or bore, with a

convex cap, E, inclosing and attached to said plate, and provided with a
filling, F, also centrally perforated, substantially for purposes specified."

The experts differ as to whether the plate mentioned in this claim
has reference to the upper or lower disk of the Mead button. But,
upon either construction of the claim, there is no infringement, be-
cause defendants' button does not contain either of these disks. Bear·
ing in mind the limited scope of the Mead patent in view of the prior
art, and, for the purpose of this motion, assuming the patent to be
valid, we do not think the complainant has made out a case of infringe-
mentwhich entitles it to a preliminary injunction. Motion denied.
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WUERTZ v. SAME.

(Circuit Court, S. D. Kew York. November 10, 1898.)
ADMIRALTy-SUITS TO RECOVER FOR DEATllS-SECUHITY FOR COSTS.

In actions brought on behalf of the next of kin against a steamship
company to recover for deaths resulting from the sinking of a vessel
which was a total loss,-defendant being therefore relieved from all lia-
bility for faults of navigation,-plainti1Is will be required to give security
for costs, unless the inalJility of all the persons interested in the recovery
to do so is shown.

Motion to Require Security for Costs.
Edward K. Jones, for the motion.
Kenneson, Craine & Alling, opposed.

LACOl\fBE, Circuit Judge. In view of the large number of these
causes which seem to be pending in this court, the subject of requiring
security for costs has been again considered. There is force in the

of defendant that inasmuch as the statutory limitation of


